SYNCHRONIZE YOUR IMAP SERVER TO GOOGLE APPS
SERVER
Start migrate your entire legacy emails, attachments and files
from IMAP Server to Google Apps services

Overview
PCVITA
Express
Migrator for Google Apps (IMAP
Server) software enables a bulk
migration of the entire webmail
emails, attachments and other
supportive files as well. The
software needs no surplus
technical skills to accomplish the
migration jobs.
More importantly, the
software is flexible and supports
99.99% uptime plus reasonable
price tag for small, medium and
large enterprises.

The migration steps are
simple and intuitive graphical user
interface.
Significantly, the software
enables multiple webmail account
migration into multiple Google
Apps account without any hassles.

Download Express Migrator for Google Apps (IMAP Server) 3.1
free demo for testing and evaluation purposes, which has a limitation functionality of 50
mails migration at a time plus 99.99% uptime and 24/7 online supports.
The full version is now in offer, starting from $69.00 to $999.00 for
Enterprise License and Commercial License.
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PREREQUISITES

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

Accurately migrates inbox, outbox, sent items, deleted
items into Google Apps
Flexibly supports multiple IMAP users over any webmail
service migration
Appropriately maintains the synching items/folder
hierarchy
Genuinely supported Secure Socket Layer (SSL) based
synchronization
Automatically detects and replace duplicate emails/labels
Provide re-migration functionality for any abrupt
interruption or error synching
Features to starts import CSV file of (multiple IMAP and
Google Apps Username and Password)
Functionality for adding or deleting single or multiple
IMAP users/Google Apps users
Sustain the copy of original emails while synching from
the webmail server to Google Apps
Flawlessly maintains the Meta information of the
synching emails (Sender, cc, Subject, Modified on, Created
on),

Benefits

Cost effective for SMB users
Short and simple Installation and configuration
Intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Retains Data consistency
99.99% uptime plus 24/7 online technical assistance

Google Apps account should have provisioning API
enabled
IMAP port must be enable in any webmail server
Google Apps must be configured to support email
migration API

System Requirements
Memory: Minimum memory requirement is 64
MB and above (the more the better)
System Processor: The minimum requirement
of the processor speed is Pentium II, 400 MHz
and above (the higher is the processor speed,
the better is the performance).
Operating
System
Support:
Microsoft
Windows 98, Microsoft Windows 2000,
Microsoft Windows 2002, Microsoft Windows
2003, Microsoft Windows XP, Microsoft
Windows Vista and Microsoft Windows 7
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